Heart rate variability is assumed to result from a multiplicative or cascade mechanism based on its multijractal property. Numerical results on the perturbation of the cascade are given to compare HRV under parasympathetic (PNS) and sympathetic (SNS) autonomic blockades. It was found that qualitative change of the HRV multijractal, which was observed in PNS blockade, is due to the change from a multiplicative to an additive mechanism.
Introduction
The random fluctuation of the interbeat time (RRi) interval has been widely studied by its power spectrum, which is known to consist of a narrow-band harmonic component and a broad-band fractal component [ 
11.
Recent studies suggest that the scaling structure of the fractal component is highly nonuniform and can in fact be put in the framework of multifractal [2, 3] . Even for practical purposes, the fractal component of HRV can be of particular interest. It is known in healthy humans that the fractal signal power can measure up to 70% to 90% of the total RRi signal power [4]. Moreover, experimental data indicated strong correlation between the increase of mortality rate in certain heart disease population and the diminishing fractal characteristics [4] . However, the physiological origin and purpose of the fractal HRV remain largely unclear.
HRV is mainly contributed by the fluctuating autonomic nervous system dynamics ( A N S ) . The blockade of the sympathetic (SNS) and parasympathetic (PNS) branches of ANS have shown some very interesting results [5, 6] . In particular, the fractal component can go through a qualitative change from multi-to monofractal transition (MMFI') in PNS blockade but only to remain similar in SNS blockade. In the current investigation, we are interested in finding the leading factor of the cascade, which results in MMFT. In what follows, we will first propose the idea of cascade HRV model based on the multifractal paradigm from complex systems (Section 2). We then apply perturbations to investigate the "instability factor" which can lead to MMFI' in the cascade-generated multifractal (Section 3). Interestingly, the model favours multiplicative rather than additive mechanism, which is counterintuitive since the latter is related to the notion of feedback. Finally, the summary of results and conclusion are given in the last Section.
2.
Cascade heart rate variability Random cascade can be generally put in the framework of positive martingale theory [7] . In practical terms, it consists of three elements: ( U ) the branching rule, (b) the probability law of the cascade component and (c) the multiplicative data generation rule.
The cascade HRV assumes the random phenomenon is a result of the product of J cascade components: j=l A gaussian q ( t ) = 1%. will be used through out this study where 5, j = 1, ..., J are independent gaussian variables (in j) with <5J > = 0 and <E,&> = si / . ; ? (S, is the Kronecker delta). It is necessary to assume a bounded r&) because of the refractory property of the heart muscle cells [8] . We impose a stronger condition in the model to further assure the boundedness in J + 00 limit. In addition to the gaussian assumption and the decaying variance, q { t ) is further set to vary only on discrete times is designed to provide the self-similarity structure in the data fluctuation and thus defines the branching rule for the cascade. In this work, dyadic time scales were used: Similarly, the q { r ) of large j is considered as contributing to the small time scale fluctuation of HRV, or the "fast dynamics." It is tempting to relate such "slow" and "fast" dynamics to, respectively, the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system dynamics. Such a connection was recently tested and consistent results can indeed be established [ 101.
( f k " ' ) : q{f) = q{tk')) for fk" 5 f < tk+,O'). The time Set (tk"') 
3.
Perturbed cascade HRV Regular cascade was able to generate very similar phenomenology observed in healthy daytime HRV 131.
To simulate HRV in different physiological conditions, the components (a) and (c) of the cascade are perturbed.
The gaussian q { r ) will be used through out this study as other distributions do not seem to produce qualitatively different results. We then examine the scaling of the perturbed r,(t) in < IArAz)l4 > -P9) where ArAr) = rAt+Z) -r,(r). For monofractal, c(q) = hq is a linear function and for multifractal, c(q) is nonlinear. In what follows, we will need to make reference to the interval length of theIh generation of a dyadic cascade. For convenience, this is denoted by r;: = 2'-J .
The branching rule of the cascade is defined by three parameters (C, rij), Nj): where t:? = f j ' ) , k' = Ck, r:j) = -ti') and 4 denotes the number of intervals in t h e f ' cascade generation. r;') and Nj are dependent to each other since N = Er:, 7:') . For example, C = 2 and r:j)= 7 : : apply to the dyadic cascade, in which case, f ; ; + l ) --t , ( j ) and Nj = 2'. The perturbation on the branching rule can thus be achieved by considering C and r;j) as random variables. Fig. 1 shows the cascade configurations with the perturbed branching rule: a random 7:' ) of the dyadic cascade (Fig. la) , a mixed dyadic and triadic cascade (C = 2 and C = 3 of equal probability) (Fig. lb) and, more generally, a random C constrained by N, I 3x2' (Fig. IC) . The averaged scaling exponent c(q) from IO0 samples of r,(t) in respective cases show qualitatively similar shapes which indicate multifractal (Fig. 2) . This implies the robustness in the cascade-generated multifractal under the branching rule perturbation.
It turns out a qualitative change of the scaling property is only possible by perturbing the data generation rule (c). This is achieved by replacing (1) with for t in randomly selected interval [ t:il,t;" I. In the numerical experiment, a random draw B was first made uniformly in [O,l] to determine the random intervals to which (2) is applied. The multiplicative rule (1) was kept if, for some D, the criterion B > D is satisfied, otherwise, (2) was used. We tested three cases: uniform perturbation (UP) with a constant D = Do (Fig, 3a) , small time scale perturbation (SSP) with D = Doj, where the criterion is less likely passed for large j in the higher generation of the cascade (Fig. 3b) , and large time scale perturbation ( U P ) with D = Do(J-j), where the criterion is less likely passed for small j in the lower generation (Fig. 3c) . For UP and SSP, the averaged c(q) is closed to a linear function, indicating MMFT after the perturbation (Fig. 4) . The averaged c(q) under U P is nonlinear in shape and is qualitatively similar to the unperturbed {(q) (Fig. 4) . These results are consistent to the experimental findings of MMFT in PNS blockade and multifractal HRV in SNS blockade. At least in the framework of bounded cascade, the present results imply that MMFT is likely caused by the perturbation of the data generation rule from a multiplicative to an additive one.
Conclusion
In this study, the cascade HRV under autonomic blockade is studied. Numerical simulations were able to generate MMFT when multiplicative cascade is replaced by an additive mechanism uniformly over all time scales and selectively over the small time scales. By the analogy of "slow" and "fast dynamics" in the cascade, these results are consistent with the experimental observations of HRV in PNS and SNS blockades. It has long been recognized that biological systems should rely on some form of feedback mechanism to maintain its homeostasis. The present results raise an interesting question about the fractal component of HRV since feedback is in nature an additive procedure. This study showed that the cardiovascular regulation "favors" a multiplicative law in generating the broad-band characteristics of healthy HRV. The replacement by an additive rule, which can lead to MMFT, is in fact "problematic" in the sense of some known physiological effects in PNS blockade [6] . 
